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Abstract: With the rapid development of Web, there are more and more
Web databases available for users to access. At the same time, job
searchers often have difficulties in first finding the right sources and then
querying over them. Providing such an integrated job search system
over Web databases has become a Web application in high demand.
Based on such consideration, we build a deep web data integration
system that supports unified access for users to multiple job web sites as
a job meta-search engine. In this paper, the architecture of the system is
given first, and the key components in the system are introduced.

0. Introduction

M

ore and more databases are becoming Web accessible
through form-based search interfaces. We call this kind of
web data “Deep Web”, the online databases “Web

database”, and the form-based search interfaces “query interface”.
The survey[1] in April 2004 estimated 450,000 online databases. As
current crawlers, such as Google, cannot effectively query
databases, such data are invisible to search engines, and thus
remain largely hidden from users. It is of great importance to
provide a unified access to multiple Web databases providing
similar information because this would allow users to search and
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compare information from multiple sites in a same domain with
ease.
At present, more and more jobs provided by corporations are
published by job web sites. CompletePlanet[2], the largest
depository of Deep Web, has collected more than 1,000 job web
sites, but it is still a very small portion compared to the total
number of job web sites in the Web[1]. Most of the job web sites
have stored the job information in their Web database. At the same
time, there are also myriads of persons searching for their desired
jobs in the extensive Web by filling in query interfaces. Facing on
so many job web sites, it is almost an impossible mission for a user
to search all the job web sites one by one manually.
Based on such consideration, in this paper, we build a data
integration system that supports unified access for users to multiple
job web sites as a job meta-search engine (JMSE for short).
Currently, there are a number of JMSEs on the Internet, such as
www.flipdog.com, www.globehr.com, and www.deepdo.com, etc.
However, their techniques are not publicly available. To the best of
our knowledge, most existing JMSEs are built manually or
semi-automatically. Furthermore, as JMSEs operate autonomously,
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changes/upgrades to them may affect the operation of the JMSE.
As a result, maintaining the operation of a JMSE is a costly
long-term effort.
Our project is an intact application for Deep Web data
integration. We provide a comprehensive solution to the problems
of automatically integrating the Deep Web data of job web sites.
This project consists of a number of components, and each
component has solved a sub-problem in the project. The

architecture of our system will be discussed in the next section.

assigns it score which reflects the probability that P belongs to

There are already a number of works on Deep Web data

the job topic. If this probability is greater than a certain threshold

integration we can resort to. Some new solutions are also proposed

(0.5 in our case), the crawler regards the page as relevant. Once

for the components which current works have still not touched.

a page is classified as being on-topic, we shall put it into a

1. The architecture and key techniques
in our system

candidate set, and add this newly found page as seed to do
iterative crawl in the same way until the volume of the candidate
set goes convergent.

Our system aims to automate the process of building

For those pages which contain search forms were

large-scale JMSEs so as to significantly reduce the cost of

preserved, we need to filter out non-searchable forms. The form

building and maintaining JMSEs. Fig 1 shows the architecture

classifier is needed to filter out useless forms. In our algorithm, a

of Deep Web data integration system for job web sites.

decision tree is employed to determine whether a form is

This system consists of a number of components. Job Web

searchable or not.

Site Discovery is a special crawler which can discover job web

Firstly, a training set of pages was obtained from the

sites on the Web efficiently and accurately; Query Interface

UIUC repository[4]. The authors manually judged sample pages

Extraction is to find the real query interface from the job web sites

and each form were labeled as either a search form or not. For

collected in last component; Interface Integration integrates the

each form, we obtained the following features: number of

query interfaces into a global interface which can give users a

password tags; number of buttons; number of resets; number of

unified access; Query Process translates the query on global

textboxes; number of checkboxes; number of radio tags;

interface into a set of queries that can be processed by the query

number of image inputs; number of items in selects; submission

interfaces of job web sites; Query Submission and Response Pages

method (post or get); and whether the string “search” are within

Retrieval are to send a query to its corresponding web site and save

the form tags.

the response pages in local computers; Web Data Extraction

We perform the learning task using the training set

extracts the pure results from the saved response pages in a

mentioned above and the produced decision tree is able to

customized format; Data Merging merges the results from

efficiently perform query interface discovery with low error rate.

different job web sites into a global table in relational database.

All those searchable forms are then selected as the input of the

1.1 Job Web Database Discovery
In order to perform several of the hidden-web data
retrieval and integration task on job area, locating job-relevant
data sources is a necessary condition. Given the dynamic nature
of the web, where data sources are constantly changing,
automatically find the job web sites seems particularly
challenging.
Instead of a full crawl of the web, which is highly
inefficient and exhaustive, another alternative using a focused
crawler limiting the search to the particular job domain has been
adopted in our system.
Firstly, given several job web sites as seeds, our focus
crawler can start from it. For each seed, we consider all the links
within this web site that no exceed than depth 3, due to the
observation that all Friendship links provided are usually within
depth 3. The page classifier is trained to classify pages as
belonging to job area. Rainbow[3], a freely-available naïve Bayes
classifier was used to build our page classifier. When the crawler
retrieves a page P, the page classifier analyzes the page and

following interface integration process.

1.2 Interface integration
Interface integration aims to automatically build a unified
access to multiple data sources which have different query
forms, called local interfaces. There are two principles we need
follow when integrating the local interfaces into one: first, the
integrated interface should not weaken the query ability of any
local interface; also it can’t be so complex for the users’ use. In
this case, we build two kinds of interfaces for the user. The first
one is a complex interface, which merges all the local interfaces
into one. It may include the working place, the demanding
salary and so on. Another is providing a simple textbox for
keyword search, which the users can fill with any conditions.
This makes our system different from the other integration
system like [5, 6].
For the simple keyword search, the main problem is how
to transform the users’ keyword queries into a set of queries
which can be supported by each local interface. In contrary, the

Fig 1. The architecture of Deep Web data integration system for job web sites

treatment of complex integration is far beyond simply merging

First, the query transformation from the complex

all the elements of local interfaces together. Mainly it contains

integrated interface to the local ones is proposed. During the

three steps.

query transformation process, we need to reconcile three levels

As the schema of local interface is not formally defined,

of query heterogeneities: attribute level, predicate level and

the first essential step is to understand the search interfaces.

query level[8]. Let’s denote the integrated interface to be UI, and

Typically we model a local interface as a container filled with a

the target local interface to be Li.

number of attributes, each of which consists of a semantic label

(1) Attribute level: If the user gives constraint on the attribute

and a control element which allows the users to enter search

A1 of UI, so in Li which attribute should be given this

information.

constraint. This problem can be solved using the attribute

The attribute mapping process is mainly carried out based
[7]

mapping relation which has been built in the interface

on the attributes’ information. We use WordNet to identify the

integration step. When we determine a global attribute for a

semantic relationship between attributes, according to the term

group, we also know which attributes in the local interfaces

of their semantic labels. The relationship includes: synonymy,

is the same as it.

hyponymy, etc.

(2) Predicate level: When a user assign a required value to an

The last step is to merge attribute domains. This includes

attribute. So the predicate mapping is to transform a

the following two aspects: 1) global domain mapping, 2) the

predicate as close as possible which means subsume the

attribute global value set determination.

query with fewest extra answers. If the user gives a

1.3 Query processing
After build an integrated interface, the user only need to
submit their job requirements in it, and the query will be
dispatched to all the local interfaces to retrieve job information.
Because the integrated interface is a union of several local
interfaces, its query ability is much more powerful than the local
ones. The queries need be transformed into a set of queries that
the local interface can support. Specially, in our system we also
provide another form of integrated interface which is a single
keywords search text box allowing be filled with all kinds of job
hunting conditions. So the query transformation problem for us
is more complex.

constraint value in UI which is exact the value appearing in
Li or in Li it can be filled discretionarily, then the predicate
doesn’t need transform. Otherwise, the transformation
component will choose a value which is most similar with
the user’s constraint.
(3) Query level: The local interface may have different
capabilities on querying valid combinations of predicates.
For example, the user will retrieve no job information if
only providing the salary requirement. The site requires the
user choose a job location or a job type as well. In our
system we adopt the algorithm proposed in [9].

1.4 Web data extraction

When the response pages are saved locally, the pure

not disposal attributes with their nature order in response page,

results need to be extracted from these poor structured pages

we first disposal the attribute could be easily recognized using

and translated into a special format, such as XML. Fortunately,

instance-based method with high accuracy. The instance-based

there are already enough works we can resort to, and most of

method includes data type, high frequency words related with

them are implemented based on tag tree and reach a very high

attribute.

accuracy. We select [10] to implement Web data extraction.

2. Novel Features of Our System

[10] is a domain-independent approach. It extracts the
results by a two-step strategy: first, segment data records;

Our system can not be considered as an ordinary

second, align and extract corresponding data items from the

application. It has three main novel features which are described

discovered data records. With an eye to the job web sites, the

as following.

results in response pages are always shown in form of table, a

First, it is not only the integration for Deep Web data, but

little change is done in order to suit for our system. Generally,

also the integration for previous research works and technique in

there are the annotations for the results in the top, such as job

this area. In recent ten years, a great deal of researches had been

title, company, and location, etc. So in the process of extraction,

done in the area of Deep Web, but they are dispersed in many

the annotations are also extracted, if they exist. In practice, the

issues. It is the first try to combine these works together and

precision and recall can almost reach 100%. If the accuracy can

form a practical system to provide human kinds an opportunity

not reach 100% for some web site, manual intervention will be

to enjoy the abundant information hided in Deep Web.

adopted.

Second, our system was designed in an incompact

Because we only resort to an available approach to

approach. The aim of us is to provide a test bed for the works

implement Web data extraction, the details of implementation is

which focus on the same issue. For example, there are already

not discussed in this paper.

several works to address Web data extraction, and we should not

1.5 Data Merging
Until now, we have extracted all and pure data in response
pages. It is necessary to store all data under a specific global
schema, which is also convenient for extending system when
there are new websites added into system. Our work currently
focuses on finding an approach to obtain whole attribute name
structure with all important attributes and determine the position
of every data under their attributes name in the process of data
merging.
In the process of data merge, all data has been annotated
could be easily filled into global result table. For the data
without annotation, we use instance-based method to distinguish
them each other, finally and fill the data into its corresponding
position under the global schema.
In general, there are several approaches to achieve the
global schema of response pages. However, for the specific
information contained in job web sites we collected, we use the
instance-based method[11] to achieve global schema for results.
According to our observations, it is easy to distinguish several
attributes depend on data type. Some attributes composed of
several high frequency words. Although these high frequency
words are highly different from domain to domain, it is easy to
be collected and recognized for job domain. In addition, we did

judge their performance only by the experiment results reported
in their papers. This is due to their experiment results are
achieved from different data sets. In our system, any research
works can be implemented as a tool and embed. Based on the
same data set, we can get an impersonal evaluation.
Third, our system is not only the combination of previous
works, but some new researches are also embodied. For
example, a simple key-word based query interface is devised in
our system. A novel technique of query translation is involved
by this component. From this angle, our system provides a stage
to discover interesting issues and address them.
The above is only the main features of our system, and we
do not go into the detail due to the limitation of paper.

3. Related Work
As our best knowledge, several Deep Web data integration
systems have been proposed until now. The representative systems
are E-Metabase[5] and Metaquerier[12].
E-Metabase was the first comprehensive system. It consists
of a number of components. First, a special crawler is used to
crawl the Web and identify Web databases from the fetched Web
pages. Second, the found Web databases are clustered into
different groups such that Web databases in the same group sell

the same type of products. Third, the interfaces of the Web
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